SO-CAL Instrument Panels: Designed in the style of luxury cars of the Thirties, each SO-CAL instrument panel is individually sand cast and polished and comes with an engine-turned stainless steel fascia that is also available in black anodized aluminum. The panels are available in two sizes: 16" wide (5 1/2" high) for mounting 5 gauges, and 20" wide (5 3/4" high) for mounting 6 gauges. Each panel is pre-machined to accept standard 2 1/16" gauges (often referred to as 2" gauges) and standard 3 3/8" speedometer and tachometer. Detailed installation instructions and hardware are included. Gauges are not included. NOTE: Both styles of dash panel are now also available uncut for those of you who want to install your own instruments or design your own layout.

(A) #001-62201 5-gauge panel—black anodized aluminum finish: $225.00 ea.
(B) #001-60700 5-gauge panel—stainless steel finish: $225.00 ea.
(C) #001-62202 5-gauge panel uncut—black anodized aluminum finish: $195.00 ea.
(D) #001-62037 5-gauge panel uncut—stainless steel finish: $195.00 ea.
(E) #001-62203 6-gauge panel—black anodized aluminum finish: $230.00 ea.
(F) #001-60710 6-gauge panel—stainless steel finish: $230.00 ea.
(G) #001-62204 6-gauge panel uncut—black anodized aluminum finish: $205.00 ea.
(H) #001-62038 6-gauge panel uncut—stainless steel finish: $205.00 ea.